Step 1 - Prepare the Seeding for "Lubing"

Step 2 - Install Grow Tube and Support Stake

Step 3 - Install Grow Tube and Support Stake

Sunflex Grow Tubes for Trees

Plantsgrow Tube Guidelines:

Important to complete the preferred method, firmly fill the top of the tube with the same amount of your sand to seal the tube and close the soil. Follow additional instructions for the type of product used.
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NOTE: For #4 dia. or #6 or #8, these methods only use the top and bottom of the tubes; the sides should be 1 inch above the top of the tube.

E. Press the tube firmly into the sand and when completed, fill the support back outside the tube.

D. Bend the top of the tube inwards to fill the space left by the top of the tube.

C. Next, guide the tube down (keeping careful to not damage the seeding) into the ground marker深刻. Place the tube inside the tube and insert into the sand. Follow the same procedure from the ground up to achieve the best results.

A. Position the tube 1 to 2 inches from the seeding with ground marker.

B. Position the tube 2 inches above the existing stake, and insert into the tube.

NOTE: Always use the same method for the support stake.
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NOTE: DO NOT bend the栽培 to cause or otherwise force them into the soil.

Using sharp pruning shears before installing the grow tube (see figure 1).

If your seedings have sides (leaves) punch holes removal them carefully.
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